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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 

I just want to thank the CRANE Membership for the opportunity to be part of such a fabulous 

association.  This past year as President has been a huge accomplishment for me.  This year 

has flown by and I thank the Board members for that.  They have been by my side and walked 

me through any and all of the functions.  I know we have continued to say this and I’m going 

to repeat it again:  THIS IS A TEAM EFFORT!  I would like to acknowledge and thank my 

Board members for everything.   

 

Georgette Santilli accepted the position as Vice President and ran with it.  She put together an 

outstanding annual meeting that incorporated change and it was a hit!  We had a great time 

visiting Mystic to look at hotels.  She negotiated with the hotel and got us the best of the best, 

all while talking to speakers, filling the agenda, applying for CEs, and planning the food!  It 

really was a pleasure working with Georgette and I hope to do it again in the future!  Past 

President Cathy Gray has been instrumental in helping me, whether it was standing beside me 

through the meeting or answering my unending questions.  Having been President in the past, 

it was easy for me to turn to her for her input and knowledge.  Brenda Joseph is the incoming 

President and her guidance this past year has been fantastic.  CRANE is lucky to have her as 

President!  Treasurer Ren Garcia was fantastic handling all our finances and letting us know 

when things needed to be completed.  Ren’s input was, and will be, invaluable to CRANE.  

Our secretary, Lynn Zollin, was phenomenal.  Completing all the minutes and getting to the 

Board has been a breeze and I owe it all to her!   

 

Standing Committee chairs have been influential to me as well.  Thank you, David Rousseau, 

for accepting the Bylaws Chair position and being there to help me out when called upon.  

Huge thank you to Susan MacKenzie who agreed to stay on as Ethics chair and then accepted 

Education chair when someone else stepped down.  Susan put together a fantastic one-day 

meeting within a day so that we could stay within our Bylaws!  Susan was also there to let us 

know if there were any ethical issues – luckily there were not!  Thank you Nicole Witherell 

for being the Membership chair and doing an amazing job.  Thank you, Lisa Garcia, for 

handling the website and forwarding any requests.  Thank you, Mary Lemieux, for stepping 

up as the Nominating Chair and finding people to run for office.  Thank you to Carole Carter 

for, once again, dealing with the vendors and making sure that they have everything they need 

for the Annual meeting.  Congratulations on the Distinguished Member award.  You definitely 

deserve it!  And one more – an unsung hero.  Thank you, Laurie MacDougall, for continuing 

to be part of the CRANE Standing Committee and completing our newsletters.   

 

So, as I end this last article in my last month as President, I want to say one more thank you.  

Thank you to the membership who voted for me as President.  I have gained so many more 

friendships through this last year and I am so grateful for all the help from the Board.  Once 

again, I urge everyone to run for office.  You will not be disappointed! 
 

Nancy Lebrun, AS, CTR 

2017 President 
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     CRANE Giving Back, Doing Good Deeds 

 

 

I want to thank everyone who participated in CRANE’s food drive, our 2017 initiative. 

 

Thanks to your kindness and thoughtfulness the New London Food Pantry was the recipient of over 1,000 pounds of 

food products. 

 

Connecticut College Professor Joyce Bennett, a volunteer with the food pantry, was overwhelmed by our generosity 

and could not thank us enough for thinking of them.  She let us know that our donation could not have come at a 

better time, as the city of New London just had to close their senior center for lack of funding. 

 

Many of our CRANE members and vendors commented on what a fantastic idea this was, and hoped that we would 

continue this at next year’s meeting.  It is our current plan to do this at all future Annual Meetings, partnering with a 

food bank local to the sites of the meetings. 

 

I want to give a shout-out to Cathy Gray and her daughter at Connecticut College, Emma Race, for assisting me in 

this important endeavor, and the CRANE Executive Board for endorsing this as well. 

 

However, the most important people I want to thank are our members, without whose generosity and commitment we 

would never have been able to pull this off. 

 

Thank you all again, 

 

Susan 

 
                                                                                Susan MacKenzie and Cathy Gray with staff of the New London Food Pantry 

  



  



PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOR CRANE 
 

The CRANE Board has decided to research different management companies to determine if they can provide 

assistance with the functions of the organization and whether we can afford these services.  An ad hoc committee, 

headed by Cathy Gray, and consisting of past Presidents, the immediate Past President, the current President and the 

President Elect, will be formed to review the proposals and then pass on their recommendations to the current Board 

for a vote.  A Request for Proposals (RFP) has already been initiated and several companies have expressed an 

interest in working with CRANE. 

The 2016 and 2017 Board have determined that this research into a management company is critical to the continuing 

success of CRANE.  The complexity of the Annual Meeting has increased every year and so has attendance from 

outside the New England area.  It becomes a major responsibility to execute this every year, and our expertise isn’t in 

meeting planning, it is capturing accurate cancer data.  With the assistance of a management company, we can 

probably negotiate better rates and get guidance on how to ensure the financial success of the meeting.  We have 

reserves in the bank, but we want to be very cognizant of maintaining those reserves and not utilizing them to defray 

the costs of the annual meeting.  

Finally, as an organization, we struggle every year to get members to step forward and serve on the Board.  If 

members knew there was a safety net of a management company behind them, they might be more willing to serve.  

Access to experts on running and maintaining a non-profit organization will assist the Board greatly with ensuring the 

continued success of CRANE.  In this busy world we live in now, finding time to volunteer on top of working full 

time is difficult, but a management company can alleviate a lot of the time needed by members to keep CRANE 

going.  

This subject was discussed informally at the Annual Business Meeting this year and support for this endeavor was 

largely expressed.  It was also discussed in conjunction with the raising of the dues for the first time in the history of 

CRANE, as the reality is that we will need additional funding to hire a management company.  

Finally, CRANE is vital to every working CTR in New England as a source of education and commendation for 

accredited cancer programs.  The Board needs to dedicate themselves to continuing to offer the highest level of 

education to its members and leave the running of the organization to experts.  

I want to use the newsletter as a forum for members to express either their support or lack of support for hiring a 

management company.  We want to do what is best for all our members, so we want all of you to contribute to this 

discussion if you have strong feelings one way or another.  Submit your thoughts to Laurie MacDougall at 

laurie.macdougall@steward.org for sharing with the Board (and inclusion in the newsletter if you so desire) and these 

thoughts will be taken seriously into consideration as CRANE embarks on the research into having a professional 

management company support us.  

Catherine Gray, CTR 

Immediate Past President 
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DISTINGUISHED MEMBER AWARD – CAROLE CARTER, CTR 

Carole was nominated for the Distinguished Member Award by Cathy Gray. 

I am nominating Carole Carter, CTR for the 2017 Distinguished Member Award.  

 

Carole has faithfully served CRANE as the PR person for over ten years, working with vendors to get them to attend 

and support our meeting.  The money for CRANE this has brought in over the years is substantial.  She tried to retire 

a few years ago, but stayed on to help the organization when “begged” by then President Susan MacKenzie.  

 

Carole is finally seriously retiring which is why it is critical to award her the Distinguished Member Award this year.  

Her age shall remain unsaid, and her looks will never give it away, but we do reluctantly have to finally let her retire.  

She has made that clear. 

 

I never truly appreciated Carole’s role with these many Annual Meetings, as her personality is one that shirks the 

limelight, until I saw her in action at the Annual Meeting last year when I was President.  She was everywhere at 

once, making sure every vendor had what they needed.  Those vendors may not know many of us, but I can guarantee 

you, they all know and respect Carole Carter.  

 

Her organizational skills are amazing, keeping track of all the potential vendors, contacting them in time for them to 

make commitments to attend the Annual Meeting, and gently chiding the Annual Meeting Committee when we are 

nearing deadlines she needs for her vendors.  She ensures that all the vendors get what they need for the meetings.  

She also tracks all the ads we receive for our newsletter, again quietly reminding Board members when newsletters 

are due for ads already purchased.  In over ten years, she has done this job faithfully, never letting CRANE down. 

 

She has also been a member of the Board for over ten years in her role as PR person, attending hundreds of Board 

Meetings, always offering excellent and sage advice in her own quiet style.  I know as President I came to rely on her 

wise counsel many times. 

 

Prior to being PR person for CRANE, Carole served as a President and a Vice President of CRANE and did the 

newsletter for years before joining forces with Paula Darsney to produce it.  It was at that time that she accepted the 

full responsibility of working with the vendors.  She also hosted a CTR Prep Course at Beverly Hospital, where she 

was a registrar for years, back in simpler times when CRANE could provide such a course for its members.  

 

I hope the Committee reviewing the applicants for Distinguished Member are aware, maybe even for the first time, of 

her amazing contributions and her unwavering loyalty to the Cancer Registrars Association of New England, and 

award her this Distinguished Member Award. 
 

 
(L-R Carole Carter, Cathy Gray, Nancy Lebrun) 

  



DISTINGUISHED MEMBER AWARD – VERONICA CORMIER, CTR 

Veronica was nominated for the Distinguished Member Award by Ren Garcia. 

 

I nominated Veronica Cormier for the Distinguished Member Award because as treasurer for the last year I have 

developed an incredible respect for all that she did behind the scenes that none of us ever knew about. 

 

Veronica Cormier is one to never complain about anything even when the situation is truly deserving of it!  When 

Veronica became treasurer in 2015, CRANE was no longer a non-profit organization.  By the time all of the 

paperwork was in place for her to get our status re-instated, she had to file 10 years’ worth of information and 

paperwork!  I’d like to see any of you try to find your own financial information from 10 years ago, but Veronica did 

it for CRANE.  How she did it I will never know!  Please keep in mind that this position is an unpaid position but 

Veronica put in the hours and dedication necessary to set our organization back on the road to being in good status 

with the IRS and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.  

 

After the first year, Veronica was ready to step down but of course there was no one ready to “step up.”  I made a deal 

with her that if Veronica stayed on for one more year then I would take over the following year.  I never knew how 

much we were asking of Veronica!  Veronica has put this organization before her own needs.  There are so many 

details that I could share but we don’t have time for all of that.  I just want to say that Veronica is an amazing person 

and she deserves to know that her work should not go unnoticed or unappreciated by us after all she did for us.  Please 

join me in thanking her and congratulating her. 

 

 
(L-R Veronica Cormier, Nancy Lebrun) 

 

 

 

 
 

  



A LOOK AT THIS YEAR’S MEETING: 
 

 
Registration                                                                            2017 President Nancy Lebrun welcomes attendees  

 

 
Baskets awaiting the lucky winners                                        Monday Lunch 

 

 
Congratulations to the new CTRs!                                         Your 2018 CRANE Officers 

 

  



Speakers: 

 

 
Teresita Vega, BA, CTR                                                       Maen Hussein, MD  

 

      
Kamaljeet Singh, MD                                 Louanne Currence, RHIT, CTR 

 

 
Keynote Speaker Frederick L. Greene, MD, FACS                Jennifer Rohleder, BS, CTR 

  



President’s Reception: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  



THANKS TO OUR VENDORS! 
 

American Cancer Society 

AstraZeneca 

Celgene Corporation 

CRStar by ERS (Electronic Registry Systems, Inc.) 

Elekta 

Eli Lilly and Company 

Genentech 

Incyte Corporation 

nThrive 

Registry Partners, Inc. 

Takeda Oncology 

TerSera Therapeutics 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
  



PUBLIC RELATIONS REPORT 
 

In 2017, five ads appeared in the CRANE Newsletter.  The ad request to vendor representatives began in January so 

as to be sure that ads were available for the first of the four issues of the Newsletter – Spring, Summer, Fall, and 

Winter.  Ads are priced at $12.50 x 4 for a half-page ad for a total of $50.00 and $25.00 x 4 for a full-page ad for a 

total of $100.00. 

 

In May and June, as soon as the venue was obtained, vendor representatives were notified of the 42nd CRANE 

Annual Educational Meeting.  An email with a Sponsor Request Letter attachment was sent to a total of sixteen 

vendor representatives.  Follow-up emails were sent to twelve vendor representatives who were approved to have an 

Exhibit Table.  CRANE charges a fee of $500.00 for an Exhibit Table, while a Literature Display-Only Table has a 

fee of $100.00.  The exception to the Table fee is the American Cancer Society, which is a charitable organization.  

One vendor stated that they would not be exhibiting and requested their payment, which had been sent to CRANE, be 

used as a donation to CRANE.  We had eleven Exhibit Tables requested by vendors at the 42nd CRANE Annual 

Meeting.   

 

I submitted names to the CRANE VP regarding the vendor reps who needed to be registered for the CRANE Annual 

Meeting.  The fee for an exhibit table also includes registration for a vendor rep for two days or two vendor reps for 

one day apiece.  It also includes breakfast and lunch for the registered vendor rep and end of the meeting notification 

of the survey for CEU credit.  An email invitation to the President’s Reception was also sent to all vendor 

representatives who would be at their Exhibit Tables on Monday.  A list of attendees was made available to vendor 

representatives shortly after the meeting.   

 

Feedback from the vendors was positive regarding the 42nd CRANE Annual Meeting.  One vendor noted in a follow-

up email:  “I have to say what a phenomenal meeting.  Well run from all aspects!!” 

 

Carole Carter, AS, CTR  

Public Relations Co-Chair 

 

 
 

DUES INCREASE   
 
By now, you should have received a message regarding our increase in dues for 2018.  Here’s a summary: 

 

 Per the by-laws and the standing rules of CRANE, the Board has the right to make an assessment of the dues 

yearly, and this year, the Board decided to increase the dues to $35.00. 

 

 We haven’t had a dues increase since CRANE started in 1974!  $15 in 1974 dollars is the equivalent of $94 in 

2017 dollars!   

 

 We took a look at what other state registry organizations charge, and $35 is equal to or lower than all the 

organizations we surveyed. So, this is still an incredible bargain when it comes to the high level of education 

available through your membership. 

 

 The discussion of the dues increase was discussed at the annual business meeting at this year’s conference. 

Members had a chance to voice their concerns, but at the end of the discussion, the general consensus in the room 

was the dues increase was a necessary one. 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact anyone on the Board. 

  



DID YOU KNOW?   

Coding Surgery Other Site 

 
Did you know that if an organ or tissue is removed for reasons other than removing cancer or preventing the spread of 

cancer, you do not code this under surgery other site.  Examples of incidental removal of organ(s) would be removal of 

appendix or gallbladder during abdominal surgeries.  Another scenario is when a patient has bilateral nipple-sparing 

mastectomies (surgical code 30 per FORDS).  As long as the contralateral breast was benign it would not be coded. 

This prophylactic mastectomy was performed to prevent a new cancer from occurring.  This was not performed to 

stop the spread of cancer from one breast to another, otherwise a different surgery would have been performed (not a 

nipple-sparing mastectomy).  

 

While we’re on the subject of breasts, when you are abstracting a patient that has bilateral primaries, SEER gives us 

specific instructions on how to code for these scenarios as well.  The surgery code should be for the single primary. 

The involved contralateral breast is assigned the code 1 under the surgery other site field per SEER.  This is because 

the surgery was performed to remove cancer.  The reason you will use code 1 is because it is its own separate primary. 

The site is not regional or distant to the one being abstracted.  It’s just a non-primary surgical procedure not otherwise 

specified.  Codes 2-5 are applicable when the tissue or organ that was removed is in relation to the primary being 

abstracted.  The codes are hierarchical.  

 

Please see the SEER Program Coding and Staging Manual 2016 page 127 for instructions on Surgical Procedure of 

Other Site. 

 

Please see Appendix B in FORDS for Site-Specific Surgical codes. 

 
Ren Garcia, CTR  

 

 

 

 

 

 
CENTRAL REGISTRY UPDATES 

 

 

 
Maine Cancer Registry

The staff of the Maine Cancer Registry (MCR) has been busy preparing for our annual Call for Data for the 1995-

2016 data years to the National Program of Cancer Registries (NPCR) and the North American Association of Central 

Cancer Registries (NAACCR).  We have sent out requests to hospitals and physicians for information on patients 

found with a 2015 cancer diagnosis through review of death certificates. 

 

I was a presenter at the Cancer Registrar’s Association of Maine annual meeting on September 18, held at the Camden 

National Bank Ice Vault in Augusta.  My presentation focused on updates for 2017 data submissions, data QA, 

appropriate text field documentation, and, as requested by the organization, common errors found by MCR on 

consolidation of records.  Other presentations at this regional conference included Dr. Michael Brown from Central 

Maine Medical Center who spoke on the 8th edition breast cancer changes as well as RT treatment modalities; Dr. 

Timothy Fitzgerald from Maine Medical Center who spoke on CoC Survey Survival; Andrew Antov, Ph.D. from 

Jackson Laboratories who spoke on the Maine Cancer Genomics Initiative; and Dr. Frederick Aronson from New 



England Cancer Specialists who spoke on an overview of the 8th edition as well as updates to melanoma staging in the 

8th edition.  Non-physician speakers included Sue Huffstutlar, RN, CTR from Elekta who spoke on METRIQ Report 

Filters and Judy Brockhouse, MPH, CTR who spoke on SEER Updates (Summary Staging, Solid Tumor Database 

and Rules and Extent of Disease).  6.25 CEUs were given for this meeting; the meeting is free to Cancer Registrars 

Association of Maine members. 

 

Cancer Registrars of Maine awarded a full conference registration to the NCRA meeting this year for a poster 

presentation at this meeting.  The organization plans to continue this award next year, so if you are interested in 

becoming a member and presenting a poster at next year’s meeting, please contact Amanda Fearon at 

fearonam@cmhc.org. 

 

The staff at the Maine Cancer Registry would like to thank all Maine registrars and reporters for their help throughout 

the year with data reporting and follow-back requests.  MCR has received Gold Certification from NAACCR and 

various certificates from NPCR for data quality and completeness because of the contributions from our Maine 

hospitals as well as out of state central registries.   

 

 

Kathy Boris, CTR 

Data Quality Manager 

Maine Cancer Registry 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Massachusetts Cancer Registry

The Massachusetts Cancer Registry (MCR) just completed its submission of the 1995-2015 Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention / National Program of Cancer Registries (CDC/NPCR) and North American Association of 

Central Cancer Registries (NAACCR) Calls for Data.  The MCR recently had a CDC/NPCR two-day site visit which 

focused on registry operations, education, data use, and collaboration with the Massachusetts Department of Public 

Health (MDPH) cancer control program.  

 

Pat Drew has recently retired from the MCR/MDPH.  She did an outstanding job on all MCR quality control efforts.  

Until we hire a new QC Coordinator, please contact Mary Mroszczyk at mary.mroszczyk@state.ma or 617-624-5659 

if you have any questions regarding coding rules, reportability, or treatment updates. 

 

Special thanks to the Massachusetts hospital registrars for all your work in providing us with complete, timely, and 

high quality data. Wishing everyone a wonderful holiday season, and Happy, Healthy New Year.  

 

Susan T. Gershman, MS, MPH, PhD, CTR 

Director, Massachusetts Cancer Registry   
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 Rhode Island Cancer Registry 

 

The Rhode Island Cancer Registry (RICR) is pleased to announce the addition of Ms. Kelly Archer, BS, to our staff.  

Kelly is a graduate of the University of Rhode Island with paralegal certification from Bentley College, and is working 

towards a coding certification from Fisher College.  Rhode Island is one of five states selected by the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to take part in the Collection of Screening and Diagnostic Follow-up Data for 

Breast and Cervical Cancer Cases (SDFD) project.  Kelly joins the RICR as the SDFD Coordinator and will be 

responsible for developing diagnostic and follow-up information for breast and cervical cancers including diagnoses 

of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia grade III.  Kelly will be working with the existing breast and cervical cancer 

screening program. 

 

Like other central cancer registries, the staff of the RICR is working on file preparation for annual submissions to the 

National Program for Cancer Registries (NPCR) and the North American Association of Central Cancer Registries 

(NAACCR).  The annual submission for the Early Case Capture of Pediatric and Young Adult Cancers (ECC) was 

performed in October. 

 

In addition to the addition of the SDFD project, the RICR will soon be hosting Rhode Island’s CDC-funded statewide 

Comprehensive Cancer Control Program, the Partnership to Reduce Cancer in Rhode Island.  The Partnership is 

involved in developing Rhode Island’s statewide Comprehensive Cancer Control Program as well as organizing the 

annual Rhode Island Cancer Summit and skin cancer screening events at Rhode Island beaches and other locations.   

 

The RICR has also been involved in conducting ongoing surveillance projects as well as responding to the concerns of 

elevated incidence raised by Rhode Island residents.   

 

On behalf of the staff of the RICR we wish everyone Peace during this holiday season.   

 

David Rousseau 

Director, Cancer Information Systems  

Hospital Association of Rhode Island 

Rhode Island Cancer Registry 

 

 

 



 

Please note my address has changed to 72 Priscilla Road, Whitman, MA 02382 





...having more time to generate reports  
for physicians and administrators

With METRIQ®, it’s reality.
METRIQ® functionality enables efficient abstracting and follow-up, 
ensuring increased productivity and provides more time for data 
analysis and report generation. METRIQ cancer registry system 
allows you to customize abstracts and data fields, improving the 
abstracting process and workflow. The comprehensive reporting 
features empower you to get to the relevant data - contributing  
to corporate grant applications, cancer program funding and 
documenting outcomes of care.
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Human care makes the future possible
More at elekta.com/metriq



Major hospitals and health networks use nThrive Oncology Data Management expertise to support their Cancer Centers of Excellence. Our team 
of Certified Tumor Registrars (CTRs) – managers, abstractors and data technicians – is the largest and most qualified ODM team in the industry. 
nThrive has a 100% American College of Surgeons (ACoS) survey success rate and our ODM team abstracts more than 75,000 cases annually. 

nThrive.com© 2017 nThrive, Inc. (“nThrive”). All rights reserved. The nThrive name, products, associated trademarks and logos are owned by nThrive or related entities.

It’s not just about the data— 
it’s about the cure.

nThrive drives innovation in 
Cancer Registry Services 
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Build a Brighter Future

Registry Partners is hiring
part-time and full-time CTR’s. 

Contact our Clinical Resources Team at: 

Competitive Pay

careers@registrypartners.com / (336) 226-3359  

Flexible Work Schedule
Continuing Education SupportBenefits at 30 Days

Growth/Advancement
Opportunities

Do you want to work 
in a supportive team 

environment?

Act Now...

Full-Time Guarantee

Do you want to feel 
valued and 

appreciated for the 
work that you do?

Do you want to be a 
part of a company 

that invests in your 
career?

registrypartners.com


